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Thinking about buying a pet rabbit? Want to learn how to raise a healthy and happy bunny?Written

specifically for the pet rabbit owner, this book is your 1st step towards caring for and understanding

your bunny. Make sure you can handle the responsibilities that come with pet rabbit care!Full of

facts that every bunny parent should know, if your rabbit could talk they would ask you to read this

book. The Everything Pet Rabbit Handbook covers all your rabbit-knowledge needs inÂ an easy to

understand format with color photos and helpful information that you can put to use immediately!

Information is presented for both USA and the UK.Get your questions answered with in-depth

information on:Bunny Basics:Is a rabbit a good pet for me?What equipment do I need for a pet

rabbit?What should I feed a bunny to keep them healthy and ensure a long life?Finding Your Perfect

Rabbit:What should I look for in a rabbit?What breeds make good pets?Where can I buy/ adopt a

rabbit?What should I do to check the health and wellness of a rabbit before bringing them

home?Life with Your Bunny:How do I bunny-proof my house?How should I handle my rabbit?How

do I groom my rabbit?How do I introduce my new bunny to my family and kids?Health, Wellness, &

Training:What about vet visits?What signs of illness should I look out for?How do I perform my own

rabbit health-checks?How can I tell what my bunny is thinking? (Rabbit body language)What should

I do if my rabbit bites?How do you litter box train a rabbit?And so much more!If you want to truly

enjoy owning and interacting with your rabbit this is a must-read book. Also included is a

recommended rabbit breed list (with descriptions), how to get involved in clubs and other

rabbit-related groups, and TONS of useful tips and tricks that will ensure you have a happy and

successful relationship with your rabbit.Your book also comes with free downloads from

EverythingRabbit.com, which includes a health checklist, chores checklist (great for kids!), and a

how-to guide for building your own transport cage.Don't put off expanding your bunny-knowledge,

get this book and take the first step today!
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No need to look beyond the one chapter on cages. The author recommends wire floors, which are

torture to a rabbit. The wire cuts into their feet and causes a serious medical condition called "sore

hocks." She recommends this for lazy people who can't be bothered to clean out a litter box. She

learned this in 4H regarding raising meat rabbits, and has not bothered to upgrade her knowledge.

Keep in mind that the puppy mills we despise, are based upon this style of rabbit raising.Which

brings me to her recommendation that the cage have bedding. Rabbits don't need bedding. They

can be litter trained in one day, and the cage floor should be solid plastic with towels/rugs, or a

piece of carpet. She further recommends a top door to the cage, so "new parents" can lift a rabbit

out of the cage. Being lifted is terrifying to rabbits. At best, they dislike it. A seasoned rabbit person

opens the cage door and lets the rabbit hop out on its own, or risks permanent cage aggression.As

well, most of these top door cages are FAR too small for a rabbit. Bunnies need to run 3 miles daily.

And contrary to popular belief, the dwarf breeds are even more active than the larger ones. A

bunny's cage needs to be at least large enough for him to take three hops across, hold a litter box,

house, and lounging area. When you are not at work, the bunny should be running free in your

house like a cat.All this misinformation on just one page makes me cringe. It's the kind of terrible

advice that creates sick bunnies and rabbit owners who finally give up in frustration, either ignoriing

the poor animal or dumping it at a shelter. Avoid this advice at all costs. Please seek information

from the House Rabbit Society.

I wish I had found this book back when I first bought a pet rabbit but am SO GLAD I FOUND THIS

BOOK. A lot of the other pet rabbit books IÃ¢Â€Â™ve ready have been way to simplistic or

super-technical but this one offers lots of facts and info. that every bunny parent should know. I read

it from start to finish right after I bought it and feel totally comfortable now that I know how to care for

my pet rabbit.I also really liked the section on recommended rabbit breeds and the section on litter

box training. I have a friend that needs to read the section on Ã¢Â€ÂœWhat to do if your rabbit

bitesÃ¢Â€Â• so will be buying a copy of this for her too.This book really helped me to understand my

rabbit better and will be a permanent book in my rabbit-knowledge library. It was easy and fun to



read, IÃ¢Â€Â™ll be looking up the other books by this author!

I was so excited to find and read this book! I've been debating on buying a bunny for my son for

Christmas and this book has helped me to make the right decision, yes! It provided me with all the

knowledge and details and items to buy. And best of all litter box training guideline and a chore list! I

can't wait to welcome our new pet into our family!

In response to a review that I read, that just disclosed advice that was written on wire caging and

basic handling: I wish I could "like" this review multiple times. I couldn't agree more. I am a Vet Tech

student and I have had bunnies. I haven't read the book, and I will not read the book, if this is the

advice that the author is giving to new rabbit owners. That's really a shame, since it's written the

most recently out of the books offered on . A person would think the book would be the most up to

date on bunny care. I learned the basics of rabbit care in school and these are the fundamentals,

that the author apparently was very incorrect about. Wire caging is horrible for bunnies, not only

because it's painful, but they also require eating a special feces that they produce at nighttime for

nutrients that is essential for their health. Lifting a bunny is not only terrifying, but their spines are so

fragile, that if they are dropped, they can be paralyzed and die. For an inexperience owner, this is

the worst way to get a rabbit from a cage! I was looking for a book to further my education, I will look

elsewhere.

This guide on rabbit ownership, training, and care is really great! Very detailed and helpful for

anyone wanting to know about caring for their rabbit. I would definitely recommend this book to

anyone who owns a rabbit or wants to learn more about them

Ive got a rabbit that's 6 years old so a lot of the book was redundant but still good. People think Im

crazy tohave a rabbit in the house but Id not have it any other way. Shes quiet cuddly and fun to

watch. If I was younger Id getanother so she had a companion but I'm the one that's old not her

(62). She should live to be 10 to 15 years ojdso we match up pretty well.

This the second book I have read by this author. I truly appreciate the way it has continued to help

me understand my pursuit of rabbit ownership. Again, like the first book, not only did it inform me it

entertained me as well.



This book is absolutely necessary if you are a pet rabbit owner or plan to be. Exceptionally written,

by someone with obvious expertise in rabbit ownership, this serves as the guide to keeping your pet

happy and healthy. Take it from someone who spent many years raising rabbits -- this is the book to

have if you are new to pet ownership or even have an interest in raising rabbits in the future.
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